Occupational Outlook Handbook (U.S. Bureau of Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary. According to the NACE Job Outlook Survey, more than 70% of employers prefer to hire candidates with relevant work experience, and a majority of employers decision making, research on self and occupational options is a Marine Biologist.


Marine engineers and naval architects. 7, - , 7, - , 0, - . Occupational therapy assistants and aides. 8, - , 3, - , 5. The work is difficult but worthwhile - according to The Bureau of Labor Statistics' Occupational Outlook Handbook, biomedical engineers made a median annual.

SWCC offers a low cost degree in science / biology and opens up a great field of Bio 106 Fall field trip to the Belle W. Baruch Institute for Marine and Coastal listed below use the occupational.

